Dog Toy Recommendations

RECOMMENDED DOG TOYS

🐾 KONG toys: They are usually rubberized and allow you to put treats inside them for an even more exciting play time. *(They come in different size and life stages for the pet)*

🐾 Smooth Surfaced Balls: Always be sure to get one that is big enough they cannot swallow it.

🐾 Plush Toys Without Strings: These may get destroyed - monitor interaction to make sure no pieces are eaten.

🐾 Starmark Everlasting Treat Ball: An interactive treat ball that helps clean the teeth while being chewed on.
Dishwasher safe and made for pets that love to chew.

🐾 Earth Animal No Hide Chews: A nice alternative to the antlers and hooves and are an easily digestible chew.

DOG TOYS TO AVOID

🐾 Tennis Balls: These are really abrasive and act like sand paper on your dogs teeth.

🐾 Bones and Sticks: Nylabones, deer antlers, cow hooves, and pig ears are bad for your pet because they are harder than their teeth. Chewing on these could cause damage to teeth and/or gums and the bones can splinter causing internal damage when ingested.

🐾 Ice Cubes: They can make the teeth brittle and more susceptible to fracturing.

🐾 Frayed Rope: Ropes can be just as abrasive as a tennis ball and if swallowed can get lodged in the intestines.

If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to give us a call!
7791 52ND Street North Pinellas Park, FL 33781
pah@pinellasvet.com (727) 546-0005